BBT ONLINE AT THE MPI BE CONFERENCE

ENERGISE YOUR FUTURE
On 12 April, BBT Online was invited to a well-attended MPI BE Conference. The
event was organised in cooperation with the German chapter of MPI, and was held
at Thor Central in Genk. It was a day full of interaction, interesting speakers and
creative Belgian start-ups.
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I

t was a misty morning when I parked my car on the
parking lot just outside Genk. Located in the heart of
Flemish Limburg, Genk is a bit out of the way as far as
Belgian cities go. It’s a lively place though, with lots of
fun and interesting things to visit in the surrounding
area.

the day, we would not dwell on the past but look at
the future of our own industry instead. With inspiring
keynote speakers, a showcase of creative innovations
and lots of interactive networking opportunities, MPI
wanted to challenge the traditional planner/supplier
model. And what better day for this experiment than
the official Global Meeting Industry Day?

Before the whole industry collapsed in the eighties,
mining used to be the main source of labour and
income here. Proof of it can still be found everywhere,
and in recent years the city started to redevelop this
industrial heritage: C-mine and the beautiful Carbon
Hotel are good examples of this process. Thor Central – the venue for today’s conference – used to be a
major mining site as well. Recently it was turned into
a huge multifunctional event venue, but the spirit of
the past still lingers.

Heritage is the way to go
Before we talk about the event, we should take a look
at the venue first. It seems like Belgium is finally realising its heritage should be protected. Old factories,
warehouses and other historic buildings that stood
empty for years are now not bulldozed anymore, but
repurposed into unique venues that can offer something completely different from the usual event space
or meeting room.

When the MPI members started arriving, there was
no fancy breakfast waiting for them. All that was
there were jam sandwiches and cold coffee (luckily
served hot by accident): miner’s food. Meanwhile, an
artist in full mining gear sang us Bob Dylan’s North
Country Blues – a song about an abandoned mining
town in the States. It was an unconventional start for
the event, but a fun one none-the-less. The rest of

Thor Central is a massive place that used to be the
thriving heart of the local mining industry. It kept its
industrial feel, but was completely remodelled into
an unusual venue that can cater to groups from 10 to
1,500 people. It has an auditorium that can seat 300
guests for congresses, and it comes with 16 meeting
rooms, two restaurants, a large foyer and a ‘Grand
Salle’ full of natural daylight that can take 800 people.

Young Belgian inventor Marie Van Den Broeck

It was a well-attended event. Here is the whole group posing for a picture in the ‘Grand
Salle’

Thor Central’s main entrance

There’s also a large multifunctional and very steampunk looking hall available for larger events. For those
of you who were there: it’s where Seauton organised
its Alive & Kicking event last year. Ambitious and
unique venues like Thor Central are showing us what
can be done with abandoned heritage, while they also
prove that there’s more to MICE in Belgium than just
Brussels, Ghent, Antwerp and Bruges. If you’re looking for more info, check out www.thorcentral.be.

ferent Belgian start-ups related to our industry, and
each of them got ten minutes to tell us all about their
business. Afterwards, the event app allowed us to
anonymously vote for the best one. First up was Djar:
a food start-up founded by two young women, serving funky food for the healthy soul. All of their recipes
are served in sustainable glass jars. You give them a
little shake and they’re ready to go. Djar took care of
the lunch at the event, and it was pretty good.

want to do and where, and you’ll instantly get a list of
available options.

Start-ups in the spotlight
On to the event now. First on stage was Hector Venegas, who was President of the MPI German chapter
for many years. He spoke about the absolute importance of meeting design. The old formulas don’t work
anymore. These days, your participants should be the
central focus point of your event – of any event. And
those participants should be constantly engaged. We
need to be more creative, we need to actively stimulate networking and we have to – above all – focus
on content. Content for and created by the attendees.
Venegas concluded by saying the Meetings Industry is
not B2B but H2H: Human to Human.

Second on stage was CovEvent. This is an app promoting carpooling specifically linked to events. On
it, you can register yourself as a driver to the event
you’re going to, and others can then find you and
book a seat. Drivers are of course rated and checked.
CovEvent is actually a great networking tool as well.
Since you’re going to be stuck in a car together going
to the same event, you’re bound to do some talking
on the way.

After the first keynote speech, it was time for some
young blood to hit the stage. MPI had invited five dif-

Speakersbase was the third start-up. This is a tool
connecting public speakers with event managers. It
wants to democratise the world of public speakers so
that people with interesting stories gain a voice. Next
in line was Funkey, another great app. Basically it’s
a search engine for team buildings. Put in what you

Last to hit the stage was Conversation starter. This
is a platform ranking the people on an event you’re
going to according to their interests. This way you can
network with the people most useful to you. It was a
great idea for MPI to give these young Belgian entrepreneurs the opportunity to introduce their product to
a bunch of industry people. Far more interesting than
the average motivational speaker, to be honest.
Good speakers make a difference
After lunch it was time for everyone to discover the
venue. This was done in a playful way by dividing the
delegates into small groups and letting them play an
iPad game that took them all through the premises.
Great fun. The rest of the afternoon was filled with
two more speakers.
The closing keynote session was given by Caleb
Parker: American, founder of a company, investor and
TV-show host. He spoke about the need to change
the status quo if you want to be successful in any
business, and did so in true American style: ener-

getic, upbeat and all business. It was an interesting
talk, but in my opinion he was somewhat eclipsed by
the speaker before him, who basically said the same
things on a more personal level.
Enter Marie Van Den Broeck: to me the speaker of
the day. Marie is a 24 year old Flemish inventor. She
came up with an ingenious way to make crutches
more comfortable and easier to use. Two simple, gel
filled “socks” are pulled over the crutch handles. This
makes the grip far easier on the hands. But there’s
more. Two magnets at the end make the crutches
stick together, which allows the user to lean them
against a wall or a leg without them falling to the
floor. The best inventions are the simple ones.
Marie continued her presentation by talking about the
importance of thinking out of the box. As a creative
person, you always have to believe and assume there
is a better solution – both in your private and your
professional life. Don’t accept things just because
that’s how they are. Ask yourself the right questions.
Why am I doing something? Is there a better way?
Dare to be ambitions and believe you can be the one
that brings the change. She ended by criticizing our
school system, which teaches us to obey and repeat

New leadership at MPI
Belgium
Mariska Kesteloo is stepping
down as president for the MPI
Belgium Chapter. She will be
moving to the USA with her
family to grow her company
there. Leading the chapter in
the year to come will be Elina
Jutelyte.
MPI Stands for Meeting
Professionals International. It
brings together thousands of
professionals from around the
globe who believe in the power
of connecting people. For more
info, check
www.mpi-belgium.be.
Up: Current MPI Belgium Chapter President Mariska Kesteloo.
Down: Future President Elina Jutelyte.

after teacher, but is seriously lacking in building up
our critical and creative thinking skills (I agree completely, by the way). Check out this wonderful spoken
word video on the topic btw: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=dqTTojTija8.
A young, Belgian woman making a difference in the
world, and captivating an audience of MICE people
with knowledge they can take home and put to use
in their own profession. Quite refreshing indeed. The
event as a whole could be described the same way.
By choosing a good alternative location outside of the
big three cities and by allowing young Belgian talent
to showcase themselves instead of filling the whole
day with talking heads, MPI Belgium proved that
there is space for new ideas on events like this, and
that’s how it should be.
Published on www.bbtonline.eu in June 2018.
Like our reports? Like our Facebook page as well!

An overview of the presentations: Clockwise from the top
left: CovEvent, Caleb Parker, Hector Venegas, Speakerbase,
Conversation Starter, Djar and Funkey

